Abstract: This article formulates a new optimal design problem of a flexible transfer line with feed-forward lines (FTL-FF). The machine tools and the buffer size are included to find the optimal design of the FTL-FF that achieves a greater production rate of the FTL-FF. Machine tools with different performances are selected from a list of products available in the market. To solve this problem, a discrete event production simulator (DEPS) in conjunction with genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed. The GA methodology is based on a technique that is called multi-group arrangement method (MGAM) which arranges the genes in individuals. Numerical examples ascertained that after a number of operations based on the combination of DEPS and GA, the nearest optimal design of FTL-FF is found.
Introduction
Recently, many production systems that have complicated structures such as parallel, reworks, feed-forward, etc. are widely used in high volume industries. Among them, the flexible transfer line with feed-forward lines (FTL-FF) is one of the common production styles in the modern industries. This article formulates a new optimal design problem of the FTL-FF which may consist of buffers and of machine tools with different performances. We attempt to find the nearest optimal design of an FTL-FF that will maximise production efficiency by optimising the following decision variables: buffer size between each pair of machine tools and machine tool types. Machine tools are selected from a list of products where several versions for each machine tool are available in the market. The buffers are characterised by their cost and size. The machine tools are characterised by their cost, failure rate, repair rate and processing time. The objective of this article is to maximise the production performance of the FTL-FF.
Many articles and researches related to buffer size have been published (Altiparmak and Bulgak, 2002; Bulgak et al., 1995; Hillier et al., 1993; Gershwin and Schor, 1997) . To solve the buffer size problem, two requirements need to be considered. The first requirement is a search method used to solve the buffer size problem and the second is a model or approach that can be used to evaluate and measure production line performance. The buffer size is optimised via various techniques, such as functional approximation and evaluation (Enginarlar et al., 2002) , knowledge based methods (Vouros and Papadopoulos, 1998) , simulated annealing (Spinellis and Papadopoulos, 2000) , dynamic programming method (Jafari and Shanthikumar, 1989) and other search methods. One of the search methods that can be used for studying the buffer size in production lines is a genetic algorithm (GA) (Goldberg, 1989; Lawrence, 1991) . GA is an evolutionary technique that uses crossover and mutation operators to solve optimisation problems using a survival of the fittest idea. GA has been used successfully for various optimisation problems. The performance evaluation of the production system is needed to calculate the performance measure of the production system which has to be optimised. Performance evaluation of a production system has garnered close attention in recent years and most work done in this field can be found in a number of books (Askin and Standrige, 1993; Papadopoulos et al., 1993; Buzacott and Shanthikumar, 1993; Perros, 1994; Gershwin, 1994; Altiok, 1997) and in reviewed papers (Dallery and Gershwin, 1992; Papadopoulos and Heavey, 1996) among others.
However, despite the many existing buffer size methodologies, many research studies have focused on the buffer size problem for a serial production line, and there is a lack in the literature of studies that look at the buffer size of a FTL-FF. Also, most of the articles assume that the type of machine tools is specified and the only parameters to find are buffers sizes. This paper aims at the FTL-FF optimal design for selecting both buffers and machine tools. It is impossible to determine the FTL-FF optimal design using conventional methods because they do not deal with complicated production system design by selecting both buffers and machine tools.
In order to find the optimal design of FTL-FF, we propose a new discrete event production simulator (DEPS) in conjunction with GA heuristics. The GA is used to generate an efficient solution maximising the FTL-FF production efficiency and minimising the FTL-FF production cost. The DEPS is used to find the production efficiency (fitness) that corresponds to each individual of the GA populations. By repeating the discrete production simulations and utilising the GA, the FTL-FF optimal design can be optimised. We also propose a new gene arrangement called as multi-group arrangement method (MGAM). We used our proposed DEPS in conjunction with GA to determine some FTL-FF design. As a result, it could be ascertained that our proposed DEPS with GA is useful.
FTL with feed-forward lines
The FTL-FF contains many parallel production feed-forward lines that run parallel to the main production line and are terminated by inserting the manufactured product into the main production line. Number of machine tools located in each feed-forward line is not necessarily equal or similar. The machine tool arrangements in each FTL-FF depend on the applications of the FTL-FF. The general arrangement of FTL-FF is shown in Figure 1 . In addition to the feed-forward lines shown in Figure 1 , other feed-forward lines may be produced by a combination of any two or more feed-forward lines. In the FTL, a failure of one machine tool in the production line creates a backup of product in the production line that causes the whole line to stop after the preceding failed machine tool (Bussmann and Schild, 2001 ). In the FTL-FF, if one machine tool in the production line or in one of the feed-forward lines stops, the whole production system will not be stopped and only part of the production system will stop. The overall performance will be improved.
To study the FTL-FF, we need to change the FTL-FF arrangement into digital information. In order to do this, the locations of the machine tools in the FTL-FF are defined as an M × N matrix. Also, the locations of the buffers in the FTL-FF are defined as another M × N1 matrix. The number of rows of the matrixes, M, equals the total number of production lines (the number of the feed-forward lines + 1). The number of columns of the first matrix, N, is the number of machine tools in the main production line and N1 is the number of buffers in the main production line. The algorithm to make these matrixes is as follows:
Step 1 Reserve M × N matrix.
Step 2 Put the name of the first machine tool in the main production line into the first element in the first row of the matrix and put the name of the second machine tool into the second element and so on.
Step 3 Put the names of the machine tools in the feed-forward line number i into the elements in the row i+1,
, where N f is the number of the feed-forward lines in the FTL-FF. The machine tool name is located in the matrix according to the machine tool locations in the FTL-FF.
Step 4 Make all other matrix elements zero.
Step 5 Reserve M × N1 matrix.
Step 6 Put the name of the first buffer in the main production line into the first element in the first row of the matrix and put the name of the second buffer into the second element and so on.
Step 7 Put the names of the buffers in feed-forward line number i into the elements in the row i+1, Also, using
Step 6 to Step 8, the buffers arrangement for the general FTL-FF is given by:
is the buffer number j in the main production line
+ is the buffer number j in the feed forward line i n i is the number of buffers in line production line i.
Optimal design problem
Consider the FTL-FF in Figure 1 . The FTL-FF optimal design problem can be formulated as follows: find the FTL-FF configuration that consists of machine types and buffers that maximise the FTL-FF production efficiency. In order to formulate the problem in mathematical expression, the following notations are introduced first:
The FTL-FF is defined by the vectors b = { b i } and h = { h i }. For the given b and h, the cost of production system can be calculated as:
That is,
where C is the total cost and C * is a specified value that refer to the available budget.
In order to find the optimal design of the FTL-FF, we propose a combination of DEPS and GA. DEPS is used to find the production efficiency (fitness) that corresponds to each individual of the GA populations. DEPS read the specified production system condition and simulates many hours' productions and finds the production efficiency. Before describing how to connect the DEPS with the GA, the characteristics of the GA are described in the next section.
Connect DEPS with GA
By using the combination of DEPS with our GA, we could find the optimal design that maximises the production efficiency of the FTL-FF. The characteristic of this combination is that the GA coupled with the DEPS as shown in Figure 2 . The GA is used to generate an efficient solution maximising the FTL-FF production efficiency and minimising the FTL-FF production cost. The DEPS is used to find the production efficiency (fitness) that corresponds to each individual of the GA populations. By repeating DEPS and utilising the GA, the optimal design of the FTL-FF could be achieved. The DEPS connect with the GA as follows: the initial individuals corresponding to a machine tool types and a buffer size are randomly selected and are input into the DEPS. The DEPS simulates many hours' productions and finds the production efficiency. After the GA operations in conjunction with the results of the DEPS, the next generation's individuals are generated. The new individuals are input into the DEPS again. In this way, the cycle including the GA and the DEPS is repeated until the better fitness is found.
Before presenting how to connect the DEFS, the following notations are introduced first:
N number of individuals in the population C i the total cost of machine tools and buffers included in individual i s number of individuals that select on elitist strategy C r crossover rate M r mutation rate. 
Algorithm to connect DEPS and GA
Step 1 Randomly generate the initial population with N individuals.
Step 2 Calculate the total cost (C) of the machine tools and buffers in each individuals and apply the following rule:
Step 3
[else] regard the individual i as bad and go to Step 1 to process another individual.
Step 3 Read the specified production system characteristics, such as a number of machine tools, machine tools stops, machining time for each product in each machine tool, production ratio, number of defective products, available budget, machine tools and buffers costs, etc. in the desires FTL-FF.
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Step 4 Carry out the DEPS with the input information and calculate the fitness of each individual by using the DEPS results.
Step 5 Select s individuals that have high fitness based on elitist strategy and send the selected individuals to the next generation.
Step 6 Calculate the total cost (C) of the machine tools and buffers in each individual selected in
Step 5 and apply the following rule:
[if]
[then] continue to Step 7
[else] regard the selected individual as bad and go to
Step 5 to process another individual.
Step 7 Calculate selection probability using equation (8).
Step 8 Select a pair of individuals by the selection probability based on fitness and carry out crossover operation.
Step 9 Calculate the total cost (C) of the machine tools and buffers in each individuals selected in
Step 8 and apply the following rule:
[then] continue to Step 10
[else] regard the selected individual as bad and go to Step 8 to process another individual.
Step 10 Select an individual based on fitness and carry out mutation operation.
Step 11 Calculate the total cost (C) of the machine tools and buffers in the individual and apply the following rule:
[then] continue to Step 12
[else] regard the individual as bad and go to Step 10 to process another individual.
Step 12 Apply the following rule:
Step 8.
Step 13 Regard N individuals acquired in Steps 5-12 as the next generation population.
Step 14 Loop until fitness reaches its maximum value.
GA for optimal design problem
GA is a global optimisation technique used for various optimisation problems. GA differ from other search techniques which depends on natural genetic evaluation process, start with an initial set of solutions selected randomly called 'population' and follow the biological evolution process to improve upon them. The solution set in the population, called as 'chromosome' or 'individual', represents a solution to the optimisation problem. Each individual contains a number of 'genes'. The individuals in the initial population are 'evaluated' to measure its 'fitness'. Based on the individuals' fitness, some individuals are selected from the current population as 'parents'. GA operations like crossover and mutation are then applied to the parents to generate new individuals, called 'offspring's'. These offspring's are then evaluated. A new population can be generated by selecting some of the parents and offspring's. The iteration, called a 'generation' will continue until the fitness reaches its maximum value. The best overall solution becomes the candidate solution to the problem. The characteristics of the GA are described through the following sections.
Multi-group arrangement method
The goal of our research is to determine the FTL-FF optimal design by selecting FTL-FF buffers and machine tools. We adopt the GA to determine this optimal design by connecting the GA with DEPS. First, we will describe how to use the GA. One of the important tasks in using GA is how to express a chromosome. This research adopts two groups of genes in each individual. The first group represents the type of machine tools and the second group represents the buffer size in the FTL-FF. The conventional GA operation is generally based on an individual with a linear gene arrangement. In the case of FTL-FF, it is difficult to use a linear arrangement of genes in individuals to find the optimal design. This is because the machine tools and buffers in the FTL-FF are arranged as M × N matrix, as we described in Section 2 and it is impossible to express the matrix with conventional gene arrangement methods. In order to solve this problem, we propose MGAM as a new individual expression of genes. MGAM expresses the individuals according to the machine tools and buffers arrangement in the FTL-FF. MGAM expresses the genes in two groups. In the first group, each machine tool in the FTL-FF represents as gene, thus, group 1 can be coded by replacing machine tool 
The number of rows and columns of the matrix is not limited, which means that this representation can be applied to any arbitrary FTL-FF with any number of production lines.
Selection of the next generation
To find the next generation, our GA generates the next generation by using the following algorithm:
Step 1 Calculate the fitness of each individual in the initial population. The fitness represents the productivity of production and it can be calculated by equation (7).
Number of parts produced in total time Fitness= Theoretical number of parts produced in total time (7) Step 2 Select s individuals that have best fitness based on elitist strategy and send the selected individuals to the next generation.
Step 3 Calculate the probability of selecting any individual in the current population according to its fitness using equation (8) and calculate the accumulation by using equation (10):
where PR(i) is the probability selection of individual i accumulation(i) is the summation of the probabilities from i = 1 to i.
Step 4 Multiply the accumulations by 10,000 to make random selection easier; the result of multiplication is refer to as MA.
Step 5 Draw the MA for all individuals as a period in the numerical line, the period of the first individual starts from zero until the value of the MA of the first individual, the second period starts from the value of the MA of the first individual to the value of MA of the second individuals and so on, as shown in Figure 3 . Each of the period line refers to one fitness value and each fitness value corresponds to one individual in the population.
Step 6 Select randomly two numbers between zero and the maximum value on the period's line. If the two numbers belong to the same period, reselect the second one.
Step 7 Decide the individuals of the two fitness values according to the periods in which these two numbers belongs.
Step 8 Carry out the crossover to these two individuals.
Step 9 Reduce the endpoints of the two periods of the two individuals, so the endpoint of the period's line is reduced by twice of this value. This reduction is done to decrease the probability of selection of the selected individuals in the next random selection. Figure 4 shows the period's line after the shifting of the MA. Step 10 Select an individual by the PR based on fitness and carry out mutation operation.
Step 11 Next time around, two numbers are randomly selected, but this time between zero and the new MA (N).
Step 12 Repeat Step 7 to Step 9, thus, another two individuals of next population are determined.
Step 13 Repeat
Step 10 to Step 12 to generate N -s individuals of the new population.
Step 14 Calculate the fitness for all individuals resulting from 13, then, repeat Step 1 to
Step 13.
Step 15 Repeat Step 14 until the fitness reaches its highest value (when the fitness becomes constant) and set the individual of this fitness as the optimum individual. Individual after crossove
Crossover by MGAM
The arrangement of genes in individuals using the MGAM is different from the conventional arrangement methods. The crossover operations are also different. The main difference between the MGAM crossover and the conventional crossover is that the crossover operation in MGAM is applied using crossover line instead of crossover point in the conventional method, as shown in Figure 5 . Crossover line
Individual before crossover The crossover of MGAM is carried out using the following steps:
Step 1 Select randomly two individuals from the current population according to their fitness.
Step 2 Select randomly L number of crossover points (number of crossover points, L, equals the number of rows in each group × 2, which equals twice the number of production lines in FTL-FF). The crossover points, CP 1 , CP 2 , …, CP L are selected as follows: Step 3 Draw the crossover line through the crossover points.
Step 4 Save all elements before the crossover line for each group in the two individuals.
Step 5 Save all elements after the crossover line for each group in the two individuals.
Step 6 Copy the elements before crossover line in the first group from one individual and the elements after crossover line from the second individual.
Step 7 Copy the elements before the crossover line in the second group from one individual and the elements after the crossover line from the second individual. Figure 5 shows the crossover graphically.
Mutation by MGAM
The mutation of our GA is different because the gene expression adopts the MGAM. The characteristic of the mutation is to change the value of one gene for each row in each group. The mutation is carried out using the following steps:
Step 1 Select randomly an individual from the current population.
Step 2 Select randomly the mutation locations (number of mutation locations equals the number of rows in each group × 2). The mutation locations, , j here refers to production line number.
Step 3 Replace the genes in the selected places by a new value; the new value is randomly selected from (1 ~ B i ) for group 1and from (1 ~ H i ) for group 2. Figure 6 shows the mutation graphically. 
Production system conditions
We applied the proposed combination of DEPS with GA to the examples of FTL-FF. The FTL-FF we adopted contains 20 machine tools and the maximum buffer size of each machine tool bay is ten.
The production conditions are as follows:
1 Parts variety = 50.
2 Number of machine tools = 20 and the machine tools are located as shown in Figure 7 .
3 Each part is machined on 11 different machine tools, using a different machining time for each machine tool.
4 The maximum number of machine tool types available is 20. Each machine tool stops from three to six times an hour, and stopping time is between ten and 15 sec. number of stops and stopping time depends on the machine tool type.
5 Each machine tool stops for a quality check every 100 parts.
6 One defective product is machined once an hour.
7 Machining time is (15-20 sec.) for each part on each machine tool.
8 Working time is 40 hours.
9 The production ratio for each part is assumed to be between 50 and 100.
10 The one cycle of the input parts sequence into the bay of the FTL-FF is decided based on the one-to-one method (Yamamoto, 2000) . 
Experimental results
First, we describe the first generation acquired by DEPS. As we described in Step 1 in Section 4.2, the fitness of each individual in the initial population is calculated. The figure of column 2 in Table 1 shows the fitness. The fitness squared shows the values of column 3. The figures of columns 4 and 5 were calculated by using equations (8) and (10) that were described in Section 4.2. The figures of the last column were resulted by multiplying the values of column 5 by 10,000. In the table, the first and the second best fitness were found to be 84.4645 and 84.4228 respectively. The two individuals corresponding to the above two best fitness were inherited from the current generation to the next generation as an elitist strategy. Second, we describe the final individual. By repeating Steps 1-15 in Section 4.2, the fitness reached its maximum value after generations 1,000. The maximum fitness was 89.026. Figure 8 shows the best fitness with the generation. In this curve, the fitness increases with the generations until it reaches its maximum value. The fitness improved from approximately 84 to more than 89. The increasing of fitness (productivity production system) indicates that the selected buffers and machine tools are more and more close to the optimal solution. That means the optimal design was improved. In other words, the proposed method is useful to find the FTL-FF optimal design. Number of Generations
Fitness
Conclusions
This study proposed a combination of DEPS with GA to find the optimal design of the FTL-FF. This combination could aid in achieving the maximum production rate. In GA, MGAM is adopted for the genes arrangement in each individual. Applying the crossover and mutation techniques can discover the gene corresponding to the machine types and the buffer size of FTL-FF. We applied PDSS to some FTL-FF examples. The FTL-FF contained 20 machine tools. Parts variety which are inputted into the FTL-FF were 50 and the FTL-FF were operated under specific conditions. As a result, the productivity reached its maximum value after 1,000 generations. The maximum productivity for the example was 89.0264. After a number of generations, the best size of the buffer of the FTL-FF could be found. The results of the study can be used to improve the production plan and production engineers can use these results when they design FTL-FF. This combination of DEPS with GA can be applied to any production system to obtain the best buffer size for that production system.
